Gain visibility and control

Take control of your patch and software management process with Advanced Software Management. Fully integrated with Barracuda RMM, MSPs can update customers’ third-party applications while enjoying a seamless single-pane of glass experience. Advanced Software Management scans servers, workstations, and other devices under management to identify necessary patch and/or software updates. This enables you to ensure that all devices are up-to-date, minimizing security risks for your customers.

Expand your capabilities

Advanced Software Management gives you access to patches and software updates from over 100 different third-party software vendors that you can automatically deploy to your customers. Customizable management features enable you to easily deploy a patch or software update to all customer sites, or to specific devices, based on preferences. MSPs can also report on the success of software patch updates to confirm completion or address any additional actions needed.

Streamline your processes

Simplify your patch and software management process with a single vendor that meets all your needs. Prior to release, each patch and software update is tested and approved for reliability. To further expedite the process, you can pre-approve and schedule trusted vendors’ patch updates.

Key features

- **Comprehensive patches and updates** — Receive access to thousands of patches and updates from over a hundred vendors
- **Customizable management** — Available to deploy across all customer sites or to certain devices based on customers’ subscriptions
- **Adjustable vendor approval** — If preferred, select specific vendors in advance to automatically apply patches and updates as they become available
- **Flexible deployment schedules** — Schedule and deploy approved patches to specific groups of devices at desired times
- **Transparent reporting** — All Advanced Software Management data is integrated into existing Barracuda RMM reports for ease of configuration and distribution to customers

### What is Barracuda RMM?

Barracuda RMM is a security-centric remote monitoring and management platform that enables MSPs to quickly assess customers’ networks, deliver multi-layered security service offerings, monitor anomalies, and more.

**Additional Barracuda RMM add-ons:**
- Network Operations Center (NOC)
- Help Desk

**For more information visit:** barracudamsp.com/rmm